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The effects of biaxial strain produced by the lattice mismatch ofconstituent materials on
the optical properties of strained In_xGaxAsyt’l _y/In] _xGaxAs quantum well lasers
are investigated.
The optical gain and refractive index change ofa biaxially stressed quantum well lasers

are studied theoretically using the multiband effective mass equation (i.e., :. t7 method),
deformation potential theory and Fermi-Golden rule, band mixing effect is retained in
the calculations. It is found that the biaxial strain would change the subband structures
and optical properties of quantum well lasers, we found the gain of TE mode increases
with increasing compressive strain, while the gain ofTM mode increases with increasing
tensile strain, these will be benefited for reducing the threshold current depending on
whether the quantum well lasers are operating in TE or TM mode. On the other hand,
the refractive index change in the active region near the TE(TM) mode peak gain
becomes more negative when a biaxial compressive(tensile) strain is applied, it leads
to the conclusion that the strain weakens the optical confinement, the temperature
dependence of gain also becomes stronger when there is strain.

Finally, we also found the minimum peak gain occurs when a small tensile strain is
applied, but no strain.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When the lattice mismatch of constituent materials is greater than
0.1%, we called such semi-conductor materials are lattice-mismatched.

*Address for correspondence: P.O. Box 345, Tainan, Taiwan 704, Republic of China.
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Previous heterostructure work is primarily focused on lattice-matched
system due to the degradation of electronic and optical properties of
devices made from lattice-mismatched material systems. Since the
advance in epitaxial growth, it becomes possible to obtain a lattice-
mismatched heterostructure without dislocation generated at interface
if the thickness of constituent materials are thin enough, such high
quality heterostructure called as "strained-layer structure", such as
InGaAs/GaAs, InP/InGaAs... etc. Recently, these strained layer
structures have wide applications in lasers [1-4], photodetector [5] and
transistor [6, 7], due to their flexibilities in the choice of mismatched
materials.

Previously, the theoretical studies are focused on uniaxially stressed
quantum wells [8-10], there will be valuable to realize the electronic
and optical properties of strained-layer quantum wells, but unrealistic
in device applications. In this work, the effects of the biaxial strain
produced by the lattice mismatched of constituent materials on the
optical gain in quantum well lasers are investigated, the refractive
index change also be calculated in order to understand the guiding
behavior of laser light in the active region.

Since the optical gain and refractive index change are closely related
to the band structure of the semiconductor, we first calculated the
band structures of strained quantum wells using the multiband
effective mass equation and introducing the strain by the deformation
potential theory. Once the subband structures and wave functions are
obtained, the gain and refractive index change can be calculated based
on Fermi-Golden rule [11] with the broadening effect taken into
account.

2. THEORY

Considering a strained-layer quantum well grown on [001] direction.
Since all lasers properties are closely related to the band structure
of semiconductor, first, we use multiband effective mass equation
(i.e., :. method) [12, 13] incorporating with deformation potential
theory to calculate both the subband structures and wavefunctions
of strained-layer quantum well. For simplicity, we assume that the
conduction and valence bands are decoupled, in fact, which is a good
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approximation for wide bandgap semiconductor. For the conduc-
tion band, a simple parabolic approximation is used, while using
Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian to describe the valence bands. In
order to simplify the calculations, we make a unitary transformation
of a 4 4 Hamiltonian with a biaxial strain into a block-diagonal
form:

P +.+ R 0 0
P-Q- 0 0Ht 0 0 p_ Q_ + V(z)

0 0 ’f P+Q+
(1)

where

(2)

here, V/,(z) is the potential profile of valence band; 7, 72, 73 are
Luttinger parameters; mo is the free electron mass; -p 1/2(, + "2),
# is the adjoint of, and deformation potential define as follow [15]:

2Cl2)e=-b 1+ C
(3)

where b is the deformation potential, C and C2 are elastic
constant(dyne/era2), and e is strain define as below:

where

ao -a(x)e (4)
do

do
a(x)

in-plane lattice constant.
lattice constant of quantum well.
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Now, the 4 x 4 Hamiltonian are decoupled, the upper and lower
block wave functions have the form:

u g(,,,,)-" z)ell (5)
v=l,2

L g(m,)m’ll (-’) Z (’ll’ zle’a"’Pl) (6/
v=3,4

where g)(11) are the envelope functions, {Iv)} denote the transformed
Bloch functions at the zone center, Iv) refers to new basis [10], m is the
subband index, kll -kxSc + ky, p-- xSc + y, U and L are associated
with upper and lower block Hamiltonians Hv and Hr, and

H#
P 4-/q :1: R

cr--UorL (7)

We solve the coupled eigenvalue problems numerically given by (7)
using the finite difference method. Once the subband levels and
wavefunctions are known, the optical gain g(w) and refractive index
change (An,./n,) derived based on Fermi-Golden rule with broadening
effect taken into account are:

(8)

Ant --,m7re #oc _[fct(ll) _fm(.ll)llg./l,,(kll)2nrmowV #o lm

+ r (9)

where tr denotes the upper and lower blocks of Hamiltonian, r/is t_.he--,Im
electron spin state, is the polarization vector of optical field, Mn(kll
is the optical matrix element between the lth subband in the
conduction band with spin state r/and mth subband in the valence
band of the 2 x 2 Hamiltonian/-if, w is the angular frequency, ft, fm
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are distribution functions, nEcv (kll) is the transition energy between I th
subband in the conduction band and ruth subband in the valence
band, I is the broadening parameter. In multiband effective mass
approximation, the optical matrix element is given by [16]

o" L

where

the envelope function for electron.
the periodic part of Block function at zone center for electrons.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Here, we take biaxially stressed In_xGa,,As grown on an In _xGax
AsyP

_
lattice matched to InP and having barrier bandgap Es 0.95

ev as a numerical example. For Ga mole fraction x 0.47, the system
is lattice matched, while the quantum well will suffer a biaxial
compressive strain for x < 0.47, and under a biaxial tension condition
for x > 0.47.

In Figures l(a) and (c), we show the valence band structure along
the kx direction for (a) lattice matched (x=0.47), (b) compressive
(x < 0.47), (c) tensile (x > 0.47) conditions. In Figure l(a), we could
found that the mixing of light (heavy) hole state into heavy(light) hole
state would give rise to strong nonparabolicities in the valence band
structure for 11 0. By the way, the VB1 (first valence band) is heavy
hole band, while VB2 is light hole band for lattice matched condition.
In Figure l(b), the first four subband of valence band are calculated
under a biaxial compression. It is interesting to note that the LH1 is
pushed down well below HH1, and the highly nonparabolic HH2
becomes parabolic in a wide range of kll values, thus the admixture of
light hole state into heavy hole state would decrease. Figure 1 (e) show
the subband structure under the tension, we found that the LH1 band
has been pushed up above the HH1 band, this crossing of HH1 and
LH1 would change the laser light polarization from TE mode to TM
mode as can be seen later.
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FIGURE (a)oThc valence band structure for lattice matched (x=0.47) with well
width Lw 200 A. (b) The valence band structure for compression (x 0.37) with well
width Lw 200 A. (c) The valence band structure for tension (x 0.57) with well width
Lw 200 A.
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FIGURE 2 The TE mode gain spectra for 200 A under (a) lattice-matched, (b)
compression, (c)tension.
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The gain spectra of TE mode (optical electric field polarized along
x direction) at 300K are shown in Figure 2 for lattice-matched
(Fig. 2(a)), compressive (Fig. 2(b)) and tensile (Fig. 2(c)) condition
for various carrier densities with well width 200 J[. It is interesting to
see a quite enhancement of TE mode gain when there is a biaxial
compressive strain. This is because of (i) the decrease of admixture o"
light hole state into heavy hole state under compression, (ii) the TE
mode optical matrix element would increase near the zone center
with compressive strain, and (iii) for a given carder densities, it is
more easy to populate inversion for compressive condition. In
contrast, Figure 3 show the TM mode (optical electric field polarized
along z direction) gain under lattice-matched (Fig. 3(a)), compression
(Fig. 3(b)) and tension (Fig. 3(c)). We found the TM polarization
would be the dominant laser light when suffering a tensile strain.
We also calculated the refractive index change for TE and TM

mode in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. Figure 4 (Fig. 5) shown that
the refractive index change for TE(TM) polarization in the active
region near the peak gain become more negative when a biaxial
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FIGURE 3 The TM mode gain spectra for 200 under (a) lattice-matched, (b)
compression, (c) tension.
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FIGURE 4 The TE mode refractive index change for 200/k (a) lattice-matched, (b)
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FIGURE 5 The TM mode refractive index change for 200/ (a) lattice-matched, (b)
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compressive(tensile) strain is applied. In other words, the biaxial
compressive (tensile) strain weakened the optical confinement of
TE(TM) mode laser light.
The temperature dePendence of gain is one of the most important

parameters of laser diodes during operation. Here, we show the
temperature dependence of TE and TM mode gain in Figure 6. In
Figure 6(a), we found that the TE mode gain would decrease more
rapidly with increasing temperature when there is a biaxial compres-
sive strain, while the TM mode gain would decrease faster with
increasing temperature by applying a biaxial tensile strain (Fig. 6(b)).
It is interesting to found that the TM mode gain under tension would
raise more rapidly than TE mode gain under compression with

-1decreasing temperature. The TM mode gain reached up to 15000 cm
under tension at 100 K!

Finally, we calculated the peak gain for various strain, and found
the minimum peak gain of both TE (Fig. 7(a)) and TM (Fig. 7(b))
mode occurred when a small tensile strain (x_ 0.51) is applied, but no
strain. This is primarily because that the LH1 band is still under HH1
band under small tension.
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FIGURE 6 The temperature dependence of(a) TE, (b) TM mode peak gain for different
strain.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The effects of a biaxial strain on optical gain and refractive index
change of a strained lnl_,GaxAsyP_y/ln_xGaxAs quantum well
lasers are studied theoretically using multiband effective mass
equation, deformation potential theory and Fermi-Golden rule with
broadening effect taken into account. The band structures are
substantially altered by the biaxial strain. In particular, the inversion
of LH1 and HH1 would change the dominant polarization of laser
light from TE mode to TM mode. It is found that the appropriately
biaxial strain would enhance the optical gain, thus will be benefited for
reducing the threshold current. However, the biaxial strain would
weakened the optical confinement and strengthened the temperature
dependence of optical gain, these will be harmful to reduce the
threshold current. It is also interesting to note that the minimum peak
gain occurred when a small tensile strain is applied. The results
emerging from our studies are helpful for understanding the guideline
of designing strained-layer quantum well lasers.
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